Home Learning Menu – Year 2 w/c 13/7/20

Monday

English

Maths

Topic

Watch this short film about a tiny knight
(The Literacy Shed website, film is called
‘The Tiny Crusader’).

White Rose 1 – Telling Time to 5
minutes

Topic: Parts of a castle
Read through the powerpoint with an
adult, then label each part of the
castle on the worksheet.

Make a factfile for the Tiny Knight, like
you did for your robot. Make up lots of
details. How would you describe him?
What does he like? What does he do?
Tuesday

Wednesday

Imagine the Tiny Knight meets a dragon!
Will they be friends or will they fight?
Either make a story map to show what
would happen, or use the story mountain
to think of a problem and a resolution.

White Rose 2 – Hours and Days

Write a story about when the Tiny Knight
met a dragon. Try to use:

White Rose 3 – Finding durations of
time

•

Time words (first, next, later, the
next day)

•

Conjunctions (and, but, so, when,
because)

Design & Technology
The Queen has asked us to design a
new castle for her! It must protect her
from enemies.
Draw your design on the sheet. You
can use what you have learned so far
or use your imagination.
Afterwards, write how your design
helps to keep the Queen safe.
PE with Joe

Thursday

Friday

Take yesterday’s story somewhere quiet
in your house. Practice reading it slowly
and clearly, like we did for our Christmas
play. Make up special voices for the
characters, and try to change your voice
for any exciting parts of the story. When
you are ready, perform your story to
someone at home. Ask them what they
thought, and write it down in full
sentences. Don’t forget capital letters and
full stops!

White Rose 4 – Comparing durations
of times

We are now at the end of Year 2. Think
about some of the topics and activities
we’ve done. What have you enjoyed?
Who were your friends? What were your
best memories?
Draw and write your answers on the
Memories sheet.

White Rose Friday Challenge

Topic: Design a Coat of Arms
Read through the powerpoint with an
adult (there are some tricky words,
the teacher would usually explain
these!).
Which of the words describe you?
Use those colours, animals or
symbols to design a coat of arms for
yourself.

PSHE: Write a letter to your new
teacher. What are your favourite
lessons? What do you like doing?
What would you like them to know
about you? What would you like to
get better at?

